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Vol. IX.] 
'"SCIEN"CE "W'IT::H: PRACTICE-" 
Iowa State Agricultural College, March, 1881. 
EDWARD GRAY. 
Sweet Emma Moreland of yonder town 
Met me walking on yonder way, 
"And have you lost you heart?" she said : 
"And are you mariied yet, Edward G1·ay." 
Sweet Emma Moreland spoke to me : 
Bitterly weeping I turned away : 
Sweet Emma Moreland, love no more 
Can touch the heart of Edward Gray. 
"Ellen Adair she loved me well, 
Against her father's and mother's will ; 
To-day I sat for an hour and wept, 
By Ellen's grave, on the windy hill. 
Shy she was, and I thought her cold ; 
Thought her proud. and fled over the sea ; 
Fill'd I was with folly and spite 
When Ellen Adair was dying fo1· me. 
Cruel, cruel the words I said ! 
Cruelly came they back to-day : 
You're too slight and flckle, I said ! 
To trouble the heart of Edward Gray. 
There I put my face in the grass-
Whispered, listened to my dispair ; 
I repent me of all I did ; · 
Speak a little, Ellen Adair ! 
Then I took a pencil, and wrote 
On the mossy stone, as I lay, 
Here lies the the body of Ellen Adair 
And here the heart of Edward Gray. 
Love may come, and love may go, · 
And fly, like a bird, from tree to tree; 
But I will love no more, no more, 
'Till Ellen Adair come back to me. 
Bitterly wept I over the stone ; 
Bitterly weeping I turned away; 
There lies the body of Ellen Adair ! 
A~d the1·e the heart of Edward Gray !" 
-Tennyson. 
[No. 1. 
2 ENGLISH CLASSICS :BROADCAST. 
ENGLISH .CLASSICS BROADCAST. 
BY PROF, W, H, WYNN. 
'We speak of English ·classics; and the 
,complaint is that these aro not more fre-
.quently in the hands of our youth. Look-
_ing out upon the reading community, we see. 
-.the "drift-wood" of literature settling in 
_,heaps upon the popular n,ind, novels of all 
_ grades, ephemeral stuff, not forged in the 
. smithy of genius, but so made that they can 
.be rapidly scanned by an eye eager to catch 
tlie desperate expedients of some_ brutish 
,adventurer in _a career of crime. This may 
,be a severe judgment, but there can be no 
,doubt that there is a great deal of this evil 
:.abroad. Our young minds are debauched in 
in this way. 
I find a pensive youth running- fleetly 
- through the pages of au exciting novel; I 
}{now he cannot be reading; he is scanning. 
He wants to see whether the scoundrel he is 
pursumg will get through the dark forest Le-
fore the officer will catch him who is just 
on his trail. The officer does not catch him 
' ' , 
and he lights down upon the sleeping house-
hold at the bottom ,of the hill to butcher and 
pillage at will. Such stuff is pernicious, 
. because sensational, first, and then, main-
ly, it is stupifying to the moral sense. I 
cannot get my infatuated youth· to turn 
aside.from this evil attraction to the more 
, serious and profound books that are within 
. his reach. They are dry; they are old fash-
oned; they will do very )\"ell for the more 
advanced in years. 
Meanwhile, the moral life of the reader is 
becoming most disastrously warped, and his 
inteUect is becoming infected with a drearl-
ful disease. We have known youth who 
were so fully under the power of this class 
of books, that they had apparentfy lost all 
just·conception of life, and were seized with 
unsuppressed loathing when anything savor-
ing of the higher matters of our moral or 
social relations were ever1 suggested. 
"Away! you are dry; I want something ex-
citing or I will not read at all." 
Now there are some salutary checks to 
this that we are glad to note. 'fhe public 
school which teaches how to read and fos-
ters the llabit, is putting the graver burdens 
of austere study upon the young mind, and 
in the grammar and arithmetic and the close 
analysis of ~he care.f.u\ly selecteAl_ .~4·act, is 
training to such patient and prolonged think-
ing as is alone conducive to the he?olLhy ac-
tivity of the intellectual powers. And then 
the element of seriousness, high and sus-
tained seriousness, which forms the ruling 
characteristics of that special production in 
literature which we call a classic, is begin-
ning now to be the object of direct culture 
. ·in all systems of education which give any 
promise of success. 
To be serious 011 occasion, that is now the 
motto of our schools. And on this ground 
I cannot see but that literature must strike 
hands with science, in token of a heavy debt 
of gratitude in bringing about this result. 
The. teaching of science makes th,i frisky 
young mind sedate, by opening its eyes up-
on the tremendous physical forces that are 
abroact•in natu~e, and the vast utilties that 
are transforming the world. The life that 
the boy lives in the flesh gains a signifi-
cance in this way for him it could not-other-
wise have; and he acquires a realistic turn 
which the too early and too exclusive teach-
ing of literature might.wholly prevent . 
Hut the enterprise of furnishing cheap 
copies of the great standard works is de-
serving of the highest comme1i.dation. Two 
firms in the city of New York have called 
in a steam type setting invention to their 
aid, and are publishing all the great English 
classics in history, and poetry, and romance, 
together with ctirtain indespensible books of 
general knowledge and reference-at a such 
incredibly cheap rates, that the most indigent 
young man in the country, provided he have 
the ambition and the pluck, can be as rich 
in books as the wealthiest pedant in the 
land. 
This movement of I. K. Funk & Co., and 
The American Book Exchange looks more 
like the consummate flower of democracy 
than anytlling we have seen in our day; but 
what most commends it is the utter mag-
nanimity of the work it assumes to do. 
They will put the immortal works of our 
language, ancl the translated masterpieces of 
all other tongues, ancient and modern, into 
the hands of the poorest boy who can earn 
the needed pittance by the industry of ·an 
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hour. The "trash" of which 'we complain 
so loudly, which the teacher loathingly ab-
ducts from the desk of the the school boy 
and puts in the fire, is cheap .. His dime has 
purchased it, and the evil fascination of it 
was welcomed largely because it was thus 
conveniently at hand. Now make "good 
literature" cheap, and see if it will not sup-
plant in the young mind the place given 
now so reck'lessly to this abominable trash. 
Of course we must remember that tile 
great masters have written mainly on the 
level of the comprehension of mature 
minds; and it would be a very grave mis-
take to enforce :Shakespeare or Milton on. 
the intellect of the child not yet ten years 
old. The stories that are told of pre-
cocious children devouring the great master-
pieces of antiquity when not yet eight years 
old-as are told of John Stuart Mill-are 
either gross forgeries, or are shameful at-
tempts on the part of hijudicions older per-
sons to break down the tender fabric of the 
child's mind that a marvel may appear. In 
either case such stories should not be told. 
But the great masters lrnve written much in 
adaptation to all stagts of the maturing intel-
lect; and it is becoming more and more the 
fashion for those who stand high as literary 
artists to adjust their powers, after the 
manuer of Dickens and Hawthorn, to the 
growing capacities of the child. 
80 it appears that the way is opening for 
a revival of interest in our great English 
classics· and that in another generation 
there ~111 be an altogether revolutionized 
state of public sentiment iu the new element 
of senousness which the wide spread study 
of these classics will certainly produce. 
A PICTURE. 
It hangs just above me as I write, and a 
glance upward is sufficient to suggest the 
thougllts as I write them. The picture is 
one of those inevitable chromos that are to 
be found in almost any of the student's 
rooms. But a marked peculiarity in this 
one is the. rusticity of the scene and the 
ideas it called up only five minutes ago. I 
have often sat and watched, as I thought, 
the shadows playing over it, and have some-
times even imagined the trees stirring in 
the breeze. Don't infer from this that the 
subject of discussion is a work of ar~. On 
the contrary, it is simply a chromo unmodi-
fied; and the dehision l have mentioned was 
probably the effect of listlessness acquired 
in the perusal of a lessnn and silllultaneous 
thoughts on something else. 
Before expressing the similitude that 
struck me so forcibly a short time. ago, I 
must give you a short description of the 
picture itself. '£here is nothing particularly 
romantic about it, and in perspective the 
boundai"ies extend indefinitely. It is win-
ter, a~d the snow is piled irregularly around 
the foot of an old time-worn tree in the 
foreground. Further back a low bridge 
crosses a little stream that washes around 
among the roots of the old tree, until they 
project out bare and cold into the icy water. 
Preparatory to crossing the bridge is the 
most conspicuous figure in the landscape. 
A man is laboring industriously with a 
mule in his attempts to lead him across the 
bridge, but the stiff neck and the projecting 
forefeet of themuleseern to say "No" to 
every effort, on the part of the man. So 
there they stand, pulliug in opposite direc-
tions, and it is provoking to look at them 
and think that they have established equi-
librium, and will probably keep on pulling. 
Following up the stream, an old mill stands 
out in the side of a low 111ountai11, where 
the water tumbles down from an overshot 
wheel. The place is dilapidated, and seems 
to have bePn given over to the ravages of 
Time. Au occasional board is missing from 
the side of the building, as if to admit the 
winter, and the snow leans over on the 
stunted shrubs that grow up beside the 
shaky walls. Further back may be seen an 
· aqueduct extending in behind the old house 
and bearing the waters of the r le stream. 
It is evidently a mount · 1 l that has been 
directed in this ma11ner, and .made to run 
the machinery, after which it dashes down 
over the stones, moves less intensely under 
the rustic bridge, and finally embraces the . 
roots of the naked oak. 'fo the left of thf\ 
mill a large dead tree juts out from the rug-
ged bank, and stands apparently in the last 
stages of decay. Its abrupt limbs reach out 
into the air and provide roosts for owls. 
• 
• 
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• while down along its wounded trunk are 
holes for the homes of squirrels. In the 
background a dense woods stands out 
against a wintry sky; cold looking clouds 
are rolled up behind, and appear so fleecy 
and swollen they seem to be wrapped in · 
.their winter furs. Crows are flying over 
the forest on oblique wing, and and you have 
only to draw on your imaginatiou to hear 
their frightened" caw." 
This is a crude portrayal of the principal 
features, but perhaps it will suffice for you 
to follow me through a simile still more 
crude. I thought as I looked upon this scene 
a few moments ago, that the old mill might 
represent the fortress of worldly wealth and 
honor; and that in building up my new pic-
ture I would let the little stream be the river 
.• of Public Opinion. The aqueducv I would 
have lined with gold, so that it could more 
easily turn opinion from its native mountain 
and direct it down over the wheel of wealth 
to run the machinery of honor. 
I mentioned the mill as b'eing old and 
rickety, and in its transformation I would 
make no change in the exterior, for it has 
withstood the storms of ages. '.(he founda-
tion, however, I would build of granite, and 
pronounce it storm proof for ages yet to 
come. The stream of Public Opinion re-
ceives a new impetus on leaving the rendez-
vous of Fame and Riches. It has imbibed 
the golden sediments in the glittering chan-
. nel, and been flushed with fortune in the 
stronghold of Fortune itself; and now, as 
it runs down along toward the low bridge, 
I must needs repair the bridge to meet the 
change. Simply mending its name, I call it 
Resolution, and now I have the stream of 
Public Opinion spanned by Resolution. The 
man and mule I metamorphose respectively 
into Conscience and False Aspiration. Con-
science attempts to lead the mule over the 
stream, but the mule, under his new name, 
prefers to remain on the sunny side of Pub-
lic Opinion. Here I leave them pulling an-
tagonistically, and follow the stream down 
among the roots of the old tree. This has 
been remodeled into a Pioneer of 'fhought. 
It has bravely resisted the influences of 
Time; but now the waters, laden with new 
powers of persuasion, ar:e undermining its 
foundation, and soon it must succumb to the 
tendency of the times and fall into the 
surging waves. 
In my new version of the chromo, Private 
Opinion takes the place of the decaying 
trunk to the left of the old mill. It has Ii ved 
so long within sound of the strnam, thll-t it 
has long Rince die<l thrnngh fear of expres-
sion. Its branches have fallen away, and 
onl_y the bare limbs remain as haunts for 
owls, and these, too, have been changed into 
nocturnal mutterings that fear the light of 
day. 
The dark forest in the distance seems to 
me like a vast multitude. Some are tower-
ing over others, but all appear to be nodding 
in the direction of the stream. Again the 
change goes on, and I see the swiftly-flying · 
crows as political parasites hove1ing o'er the 
masses. They take a birdseye view of 
all below them, and their imaginary "caw" 
sounds to me as an echo of their own lauda-
tion. Nothing daunts their presumption, 
for thev wear a glossy plumage, a11d their 
sweeping wings are inclined to the stream 
of Public Opimon. In the great fleecy clouds 
that loom up on the horizon, I can see the 
big world itself. They have a wintry aspect, 
but are wrapped comfortably in w.irm furs, 
and seem to be chuckling over those who are 
out in the cold. 
, This is one of the many variations pre-
sented by the picture that hangs just above 
my table; and the variety and coloring of 
each depends on the mood in which you 
view it. As I said, the chromo itself is a 
simple affair, but like a great many other 
little things, it may be made to develop in 
extent and beauty. Its simplicity alone is 
really refreshing, and representing a winter 
scene, it will certainly be nice and cool to 
look at next summer-if we have one. 
BOOK NOTICE. 
J.B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia, pub-
lish The Readers' Hand-Book, by E. S. 
Brewer, L. L. D., Trinity Hall, Cambridge. 
As a book of reference for readers and 
speakers it is invaluable. Its aim is to give 
a brief but satisfactory account of such 
names, legends and events as are often 
aHuded to by poets and prose writers, to 
DR. ALCOTT. 5. 
describe prominent characters in fiction, and 
give the plot of popular dramas and a brief 
sketch of the story in epic poems. It does 
not cross the path of another book of equal 
value as a book of reference-Davenport 
.Adams' Dictionary of E 11glish Literature, 
published by Cassel, Petter & Galpin. Both 
books are of very great value to the general 
reader, and to the special student in English 
Literature. 
DR.A.LCOTT. 
On Monday eveuing, March 28th, the 
Senior and Junior classes were invited out 
to the President's house to attend a conver-
sation given by the distinguished father of 
Louisa M. Alcott. 
About eight o'clock most of the faculty, 
quite a number from Ames, and those above 
mentioned, had assembled in the President's 
parlor, aud shortly after, the venerable sage 
began his discourse. He first spoke in a 
a general way about his celebrated neigh-
bors in and around Ruston, al'Hl gave a brief 
analysis of what he calletl their transcend-
ental way of thinking. After speaking 
somewhat loyally of the Bostonian 11,anners 
m general, he dwelt fur a while upon the 
particular subjeet of Emerson. He told of 
his unpromising college career, anl final 
graduation at Harvard; of his attempts at 
the ministry, and of !tis quitting it because 
the breadth of his umlerstandiug was too 
wide to be cornpr13hended in any orie sect. 
He said further that the world was benefit-
ed by the change, for the iuunortal author 
immediately plunged into the field of 
thought, and estalJlished his fame by llis 
pen. 
He dwelt next upon his old friend Haw-
thorn. Hawthorn, he said, was pensive and 
gloomy, and differed from Emerson as 
night does from day. He loved seclusion, 
but despite his timidity he ·was finely en-
trapped and married· by an as tis tic woman. 
The writings of those two men were •con-
trasted and commented on by Dr. Alcott in 
a manner that showed him to be not only 
acquainted with them personally, but 
thoroughly familiar with their works. 
Margaret :Fuller was next mentioned, and 
her character given in simple eloquence. 
She was at one time an assistant teacher in 
the Sflhool conducted by Mr. Alcott, Her 
conversational powers were unsurpassed 
and she would ever compel Thomas Car~yle 
to divide the time with her. Her manner 
and style were also reviewed by the Dr. 
and he finally told the story of her sad fate. 
Henry Thoreau was the individual man·; 
a close .student and observer. He refused 
a diploma because the parchment upon 
which it was written was'nt· worth a 
dollar :tnd a half. A naturalist, a poet, he 
he was also the first to celebrate John 
Brown as a martyr. Corning home to his 
own distinguished family the Dr. mentioned 
each of the four "Little Women" separately. 
We regret that our space will not allow a 
full report of this interesting and instruct-
i ve talk. It. was indeed retreshing to hear 
a man, himself of national reputation,S"peak-
ing so familiarly of those great men and 
women whose names have become historic. 
FROM THE AUTHORS. 
-There is in man a higher aim than love 
of happiness; he ca11 do without happiness, 
and instead thereof tind blessedness.-Oar-
lyle. 
-There is in eYery countenance either a 
history or a prophecy which must sadden, 
or at least soften, every reflecting observer. 
-Coleridge. 
-The dearest word in our language is 
'Love;" the greatest is "·God;" the word 
expressing the shortest time is "Now." 
The three n'lake the greatest and sweetest 
duty of man. 
God sets some souls in shade alone ; 
They have no daylight of their own, 
Only in lives of happie1· ones 
They see the shine of distant suns. 
-Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney. 
-But the most loved are they 
Of whom Fame speaks not with her clarion voice 
In regal halls ! the shades o'erhang tbeir way ; 
The vale, with its deep fountains, 1s their choice, 
And gentle hearts rejoice 
Around theil· steps till silently they die, 
As a stream shtinks from Summer's burning eye. 
-Mrs. Hemans. 
-Not enjoyment, and not sorrow, 
Is onr destined end and way ; 
But to act that each to-morrow 
Finds ns farther than to-day. 
-Lonr,felU>w. 
·6. I. A. C. GREETS HERFA.MILY. 
I. A. C. GREETS HER FAMILY. 
The following was prohal>ly overheard 
by a Sub. and is perhaps, a faithful report. 
We present it not because of its literary 
merit, but on account of the admonition it 
contains. If you learn, from it, to avoid the 
habit acquired by the college, it may pay 
you for the reading, but if a perusal only 
adds to your vocabulary of slang-(?) 
Welcome back you little midgets, 
Can't tell half I want to say ; 
Had a awful spell of ''fidgets." 
Ca,1ght them when you went away. 
Like to know what made you leave me 
And I wonder whel'e you were ; 
Needn't think you cau deceive me, 
''Bet" you went to have ~•a tare." 
0 my Goodness ! Thought you'd never, 
Come to see me any more, 
'Fraid you'd stay away forever ; 
Never seemed so long before. 
Think those banquets are outrageous ; 
}Vish you'd give them all the "slip," 
Hope they'll never get contagious, 
'Cause they always make you "skip." 
When the last one had bereft me, 
Did'nt even leave a " mash,'' 
Every one went off and left me, 
Aud it cut away tl1e "hash." 
Troubles kept a getting greater; 
Winter caught, me "so to speak ;" 
Harlow went and "cheesed" the heater. 
Just because he had the "cheek." 
Then he went and "doused the glimmer" 
With his undimished "brass," 
0, could anything be "slimmer," 
Than to turn off all the gas ! 
MercJ ! was'nt I confounded, 
'Twas so fearful cold and ilark, 
And the boys who once surrounded 
Me, were out upon a "la1·k." 
My 'quihbrium was shifting, 
•·"·." ·Did'nt feel so very "fat," 
·When the snow "and things" were drifting 
You can "bet your boots on tllat." 
For the wind would flhriek and quiver, 
Through tile cracil:s m every door, 
T'll my poor old sides would shiver, 
Like a "thousand bricks" or more. 
Tell you 'twas'nt very funny ; 
Can't imagine how I've been ; 
Better not inform yoUl' "honey," 
Don't suppose you'd "take it in." 
Might have guessed you all were going, 
Time the Seniors talked so "big ;" 
But you know they're always "blowing," 
S'pose thats why I did'nt "twig." 
Their supply of ostenatlon 
Never gets so very smaJI ; 
Thought 'twas a con-tin-u-a--tion 
Of their "hor-i-a-ble gaul." 
Even when they up and "spouted," 
I supposed 'twas only "fudge," 
4nd I never since have doubted 
That 'twas done to cut a "spludge." 
Guess they're "bounced" or else they "llzzled" 
Don't see any of them back ; 
Bnt l'm totaly "cnmswizzled," 
There are others "on the track." 
Well I don't care-I am happy, 
Won't be lonesome any more, 
Though the "Subs" a1·e always "sappy," 
And the Seniors are a "bore," 
Once again I'll see the "specials" 
When its time for them to bloom, 
And the snow goes off the terrace, 
So they'll have sufficient room. 
And again I'll hear the whisper 
Softly spoken on the sly, 
When another fellow's siste,r, 
Gives some "taffy" in rnply. 
0, yon little "moony" "spoony," 
Better quit your "monkeying," 
For yon spongey little "loony" 
You're a going "on the wing." 
And your very actions "back It," 
When I say you're little "geese," 
If I "tumble to the racket," 
I believe your are one apiece. 
Now I hea1· the bell a ringing 
• And you'll have to quiet "my dears," 
You must either get you lessons, 
Or the "Pl'Ofs" "upon their ears." 
If you can "mash" and study too 
You're certainly a "brick;" 
But when yonr lessons summon you, 




Dr. Carnelly recently read a paper before 
the London Chemical Society, in which he 
explains a device by rne;tns of which he· has 
succeeded in heating ice in a vacuum until 
a small thermometer, the bulb of which was 
imbedded in the ice, indicated a tempera-
ture of 180 o C. 
M. Grehant has found that air containing 
1-300th of its volume of carbonic oxide proved 
fatal to a dog when inhaled for fifty min-
utes. In another dog of the same size the 
fatal dose was 1-250th. A rabl>it resisted 
various proportions up to 1·60th. A spar-
row perished with 1-500th. 
A fire and waterproof paper is made by 
mixing two parts of ordinary paper pulp 
and one of asbestos. The whole is then 
steeped in a solution of common salt and 
alum, and after being made into paper is 
coated with an alcoholic solution of shellac. 
A patent has been granted for an electro-
magnetic-rock-drill. A drilling tool is di-
rectly attached to the core ol' axial magnets 
and arranged to impart a reciprocating mo-
tion. The current is shifted alternately to 
the coils. · 
Prof. William A. Rogers, of Cambridge, 
has recently made a visit to Washington to 
compare the copi"'s of the English and 
French standards of length, with the stand-
ards of om" Government deposited at the 
Coast Survey Office. Prof. Rogers ottained 
very accurate copies of the yard and metre 
d_uring January and February, 1880, having 
made a trip to Paris and London for that 
purpose. 
It is to be hoped that the idea of sending 
aid to the Jeannett may soon take a more 
substantial form than mere talk. The gal-
lant DeLong and his crew are heroically 
struggling to accomplish a service in the in-
terests of humanity. They may be in safe 
winter quarters with their vessel waiting 
for the time when a channel may be opened 
for their return; but the common instincts 
of humanity prompted by past experiences 
demand that a relief expedition be organ-. 
ized immediately. 
The indefatigable, Edison, though silent,_. 
has not been idle. He has perfected his 
system of electric lightning in all its detilils. 
The Science says: Taking a retrospective· 
view of the last eight months, one may 
well paase to ponder over the immense 
amount of work accomplished by Edison 
during that period. Scientific investigations 
pf the most complicated nature l1ave been 
·successfully carried on, the orqinary beaten 
paths of research of the Chemist, the Engi-
neer and the Electncian have been cast 
aside, and original methods of exploring th& 
whole domain of science employed witli m:: 
defatigable perseverence. The very text 
books and scientific literature, on which. 
others have relied, proving unreliable, were' 
rejected. and nature, at its fountain head; 
consulted in solving thPseproblems. 
In a paper on the color relations of cop-
per, nickt:"l, cobalt ,iron, manganese, and chro~ 
minum, lately read before the Chemical Str 
ciety, Mr. T. Bayley records some remarka-
ble relations between solutions of these met-
als. It appears that iron, cobalt, and copper 
form a natural color group, for if solu-
tions of their sulphates are mixed togeth~r 
in the proportions of 20 parts of copper, 7 of 
iron and 6 of cobalt; the resulting liquid is. 
free from color but is gray, and partially 
opaque. If follows from this that a mix-
ture of any two of these elements is com-
plimentary to the third if the above propor-
iion are maintained. Thus a solution of co-
balt (pink) is complementary to a mixture 
of iron and copper (bluish green); a solu-
tion of iron (yellow) to a mixture of copper 
and cobalt (violet). Rut, as Mr. Bayley 
shows. a solution of copper is exactly com-
plimentary to the red reflection from cop..·. 
per, and a polished plate of this metal, 
viewed through a solution of copper salt of 
a certain thickn"ss, is silver white. As a 
further consequence, it follows that a mix-
ture of iron (7 parts) and cobalt.(6 part1t) 
is-identical in color with a plate of copper. 
The resemblance is so striking that a silver 
or platinum vessel coverd to the proper 
depth with such a solution is indistinguish-
able from copper.-Si:ienc~. 
.. ,J 
8. THE ISTHMUS CANAL. 
THE ISTHMUS CAN AL. 
The various projects for ship transit 
· across the isthmus which connects North 
and South America are attracting much at-
. tention from the commercial nations of the 
world. Centuries have passed since an is-
thmus canal was first spoken of as one of: 
the poRsiblities of the distant future. More 
than fifty years have passed since the sub-
ject was brought prommently before the 
• public and its importance urged before the 
:leading government of the world. But not 
until a recent date has any project taken 
. definite shape. The vast increase in com-
merce between the Atlantic and the Pacific 
ocean and the long and dangtirous route by 
which commerce has been carried on be-
. tween the two oceans have kept this ques-
.tion constantly and with increasing interest 
before the commercial nations of the world. 
Viewed in the light of modem achievements 
in engineering,obstacles which have hitherto 
seemed insurmountable can be easily over-
come, and the question as it stands at pres-
ent is merely one of time and money. 
· Three projects for providillg ship transit 
are now brought to prominent notice. De 
Lesseps, the projector of the Suez canal, 
heads the Panama scheme. The Nic-
aragua route claims Gen. Grant as one of 
its] most promine11t supporters, while Cap. 
Eads proposes to build a ship railroad across 
the is·hmus of 'relmantepe~ But one 
. means of ship transi~ is needed. More than 
one will not pay for the vast expenditure 
·of time and money nPcessary in the con-
struction. Each of the three routes pro-
_posed has its advantages and its disadvan-
tages. Gen Grant's article in a recent nmn-
ber of the N01·th A11ie1·lr.an Review sets 
forth very clearly the advantages possessed 
by the Nicaragua route over any other. The 
_canal on this route will not only be more 
easily and economically constructed than on 
any other, but it will lesson the distance be-
tween our Pacific ports and those of Eurove 
by several hundred miles; also, the ap-
proaches to the Nicaragua route are good. 
For the ship railroad, Capt. Eads claims a 
comparatively small coast of construction, 
a saving of 1200 miles over the Nicaragua 
_canal route in going from our Atlantic 
to our Pacific ports, and a route much safer 
from storms than either of the canal routes. 
The Panama route is one proposed in the 
interests of Europeans. It is being pushed 
through by an independent company deri-
ving its powers from the French govern-
ment. The other schemes are essentially 
.American. It is not probable that more 
than one ship canal will ue constructed; 
hence the rival schemes are being pushed for-
ward with the utmost speed. Work on the 
Panama route has already begun, and the 
force of. engineers and workmen will be 
largely increased as soon as possible. In 
addition to the rivalry of schemes, the ques-
tion as to whether the United States shall 
control the canal and enforce the doctrine 
enunciated by 11:esident :Monroe with re-
gard to foreign interference in American 
affairs, bids fair to hasten the construction 
of some kind of a ship transit. The vast· 
commercial operations of to-day demand a 
shorter route by sea between the Atlantic 
and Pacific oceans than by way of Cape 
Horn. Although we believe that the Mon-
roe doctrine should be enforced;we do not 
believe that the United States can l>e justi-
fied in forhi<lding the construction 'of an 
isthmus canal by a foreign power, without 
providing for the immediate construction 
of such a canal to be controlled by America. 
From a carefi1l rnvest1gation of the sub-
ject, Pro( Elias Loomis derives some impor-
tant results as to the locality, course, and 
rainfall uf tropical storms. He says: "Trop-
ical storms are generally preceded by a 
northerly wind, and after the passage of the 
low center, the wind genernlly veers to the 
southeast at stations near the center, and the 
southerly winci which follows the low cen-
ter is generally stronger than the northerly 
wind which preceded it. This fact appears 
to suggest the explanation of the origin of 
t~ie cyclone and the direction of its progres-
i;1ve movement. The prevalent direc-
tion of the wind in the neighborhood 
of the West India islands is from the north-
east. Occasionally a strong wind sets in from 
a southerly quarter. The interference of 
these winds gives rise to a gyration, and a 
fall of rain sometimes results. When rain 
begins, the la~ent heat which is liberated 
THE COLOR OF FLOWERS. 9., 
causes au inflow of wind from all quarters 
by which the rainfall is increased; and since 
the winds are deflected by the rotation· ·of 
the earth, an area of low pressure is pro-
duced, and the force ot the winds will be 
maintained as long as the rainfall continues. 
The effect of this strong wind from the 
south is tc transport the low centre in a 
northerly direction ; and by the combined 
action of the south wind and the normal 
wind from the northeast the center of low 
pressure is usually carried in a direction be-
tween the north and west." .. 
THE COLOH OF FLOWERS. 
Hitherto it has generally been supposed 
that the various colors observed in plants 
were due to so many different matters-each 
color being a different chemical combination 
without relation to the others. Now, 
however, Prof. Sclmetzler shows by experi-
ment that when the color of a flower has 
ueen isolated by puttmg it iu alcohol, oue 
may, by adding an acid or an alkali, obtain 
all the colon; which plants exibit. Plants 
of Preony, for example, yield, when macer-
ated in alcohol, a violet red liquid. If some 
acid oxalate of potassa be adrlnl, the liquid· 
be!lomes pure red; while sotla clmngee it, ac-
cording to the proportion usEd, in Lo violet, 
blue or green. In the latter case the green 
liquid appears red by transmitted light., just 
as a solution of chlorophyll does. The 
sepals of Preony, which are green !Jordered 
with red, become wholly red when plaued in 
a solution of acid oxalate (binoxalatf-) of. 
potassa. These changes of color, which 
may be obtained at will, may quite well be 
produced in the plant by the same causes; 
since, in all pla11ts, there always exist acid 
or alkaline matters. Further, it is stated 
that the transformation from green into 
red, observed in the leaves of many plants 
in autumn, is due to the action of the tan-
nin which they contain, on the chlorophyll. 
Thus, without desiring to affirm it absolute-
ly, Prof. Schnetzler supposes a priori, that 
there is in plan Is only one coloring matter 
-chlorophyll, which being modified by cer-
tain agents, furnishes all the tints that 
flowers and leaves exibit. As .for white 
.flowers, it is well known that their c_ells are 
filled with a colorless flui<l, opacity being 
due to the air contained in the numerous 
lacunre ot' the petals. On placing the latter 
under the receiver of an air-pump, they are 
seen to lose their opacity and become trans-
parent as the air escapes from them. - · 
SCIENCE. 
THE THERMAL-BALANCE. 
In a paper read before the ·National 
Academy of Sciences, Prof. Langiey de-
scribes the thermal-balance, an instrument 
for the delicate investigation of radiant 
heat. It is founded on the principle that if 
a wire conveying an electric current be 
heated, less electricity flows through it than 
before. If two such wires carrying equal· 
currents from a powerful battery meet in a 
recording apparatus (the galvanometer) the ; 
index of the instrument pushed in oppnsite . 
ways, by exactly equal forces, remains at 
rest. If one curre11t be diminished by 
warming, ever so little, the wire that . con-
veys it, the other current causes the index 
to swing with a force due, not directly to 
the feeble heat which warms the wire, but 
to the 1->owei· of the battery which this feeble 
heat controls. With reference to its accu-
racy the Prof. has shown by experiment 
that the thermal-balance will register a 
chan~e of temperature not exceding 1-50,-
000th of a Fahrenheit degree. W h en 
mounted in a reflecting teles<!ope it will 
record the heat from the body of a man or 
other animal in an adjoining field and can 
do so at great distances. It is from ten to 
, thirty times more sensitive than the roost 
delicate thermo-:pile. 
========= M. Rouget, in the Comptes Rendits of 
Januaay 3, 1881, giYes a method by meanso:f 
which, travelers, explorers and others may 
determine latitude and sidereal time with-
out the measurement of angles. 
Two stars are observed having at a given 
moment the same altitude: Such observa-
tions are combiued in pairs, and by merely 
noting the time which has elapsed ·uetweeii 
the two observations. a simple interpolation 
in tables preparetl for the purpose will give 
the sidllreal time mid thE latitudes of the 
place of observation. Formulre are given 
10. SPECIAL COURSE OF STUDY. 
for the case mentioned above, and also for 
deducing the latitude and sidereal time from 
stars having tlie lilaIIle azimuths, or azimuths 
differing by 180 o . 
• SPECIAL COUR3E OF STUDY. 
Special courses of study have had many 
stubborn opponents. Much has been said 
and written concerning the advantages of a 
·general education and with reference to the 
· narrowness of mind which some choose to, 
impute to technical courses. of study. Judg-
ing from much that is said one would al-
most believe that the ideal course of study 
of many is a. quantity of but one dimension. 
They seem to forget that surface only is 
developed by such a generatrix, and that 
_wherever surface is gained it must be at the 
expense of depth. This principal is but 
one of the mouldering ruins that have come 
down to us from times when socieiy was in 
its primitive state; when but little was 
known of the arts and sciences, and a clivi-
sion of labor did not exist. It, is kindred to 
the idea that each man should be indepen-
dent of the rest of humanity, and that each 
man is in himself a complete, though small, 
social maclnne, rather than ·on~ of the de-
. pendent parts of a great one. 
This is a subject of very great importance. 
Man's life is so short, his abilities and possi-
bilitirs so limited that it behooves him to 
see that his time and energies are well di-
rected. Up to a certain point the educa-
tion of all young persons is, or ought to be, 
substan.tially the same; but the different 
offices and employments, characteristic of 
· an advanced state of society, require a cor-
responding difference in the kind of know-
ledge and skill possessed by those who fill 
them. Man in his nature and abilities is 
essentially the same that he was thousands 
of years ago. at birth he is still "the most 
helpless objed in all the relm of animated 
nature:" and the advancements made in the 
·arts and sciences of civilization have not 
materially lengthened his life. To-day as 
it has always been, the success of a man 
in any industry does not depend on the ab-
solute amount of knowledge ·or skill pos-
sessed by him, but on the amount of such 
knowledge or skill relatively to that pos-,,, ' 
sessed by other men in the same industry; 
that is, on his.abillty to compete with them. 
But many, of the professions, trades and 
industries have in recent 'times by the ap-
plication of scientific processes and from 
other causes, risen into a condition which 
requires, at least for those who direct them, 
not only a special range of instruction and 
information, but yeai·s of patient study in 
those special ranges or courses; hence, since 
a person must be acquainted with all the 
advancements made by those who have 
prece<fed him, ere he can be qualified for 
any profession, special courses of instruc-
tion are becoming deservedly more and more 
popalar. To the specialist are due in a 
large degree the wonderful achievements 
in scientific research characteristic of the 
nineteenth century. Simultaneonsly with 
the division of labor, division of study has 
been carri1;1d on. Their effects have 
bean similar. We admit that the latter, 
like the former, has disadvantages. -It may 
be carried to extremes. Man should to a 
certain degree be independent of his neigh-
bor. He was not made to be a slave to 
science but all knowledge should serve to 
better his condition. But the achievements 
of the last few years -show beyond a doubt 
that, in man's endeavors to gain dominion 
over nature, the greatest results are secured 
by the concentration of individual effort; 
and, aa a consequence, every department 
of science now numbers many special devo-
tees. 
A prize amounting to the sum of twenty-
five thousand francs is annually offered by 
His Majesty, the King of the Belgians, for 
the encouragement of intellectual effort. 
The prize for the year 1881 will be awarded 
';to the best work on _the means of improv-
ing ports established on low and sandy 
coasts like those of Belgium." The origin-
al time for sending in essays for this prize 
was January 1, 1881, but the time has been 
extended to the 31st day of March. Ai1thors 
of all nations are invited to compete for 
these prizes. The settlement of the award is 
in the hands of a jury appointed by ~is 
Majesty, co.mposed of seven members, three 
of whom mustbeBelgians,and four foreign-
ers of diffeient nationalities. 
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Nothing reminds us more vividly of the 
flight of time than the swiftness with 
which the succeeding years. bring near the 
close of college life. Every term imposes 
on each one the performance of some new 
duty and the peculiar task which falls to 
one lot for this year is the editing of the 
Aurora. No apologies are necessarv. We 
are unacquainted with journalism:_most 
college editors are. Our very limited abil-
ity will appear with the successive numbers 
of the paper; but notwithstanding the 
numerous obstacles to be overcome we 
hope by the aid of our able assistants to 
make the AURORA in some degree worthy of 
the institution which it represents. Be-
leiving in free thought, free speech, and a 
free press, it is our purpose to speak frank-
ly on any subject which may interest our 
readers, but we trust we shall never be 
actuated by a spirit of mere fault-finding. 
That there is sufficient material among the 
students to produce a creditable college 
paper no one can doubt, so all that is neces-
sary is to call it into use. Let each patri-
otically resolve to give aid, sympathy and 
friendly advice where needed but never to 
discourage by grumbling; remembering 
that, although the paper is no mammoth 
journal, with the limited number of editors 
much labor and responsibility devolv_es 
upon each 011'--e_. _____ _ 
\/ ------- . 
'/ The Board of Trustees at their meeting 
in December labored diligently and long to 
effect the numerous changes which they be-
lieved would prove permanent benefits to 
the institution. In scarcely any direction 
can we turn our gaze but we see some of 
the fruits of their rulings. Many of the 
changes are the attenipted eradication of 
evils which years of experience have shown 
to exist in the management. The reinov".tl 
of the Book Department to the Armo1·y 
wil1 prevent noise and confusion which its 
presence necessitated in the cashiers office, 
and under the control of the younger teach-
ers it will probably be conducted so as to 
furnish books at the lowest 'possible rates. 
The •discontinuing of the Printing Office 
will at least. remove from the Trustees a 
constant source of trouble; for it has been 
almoflt impossible to have it conducted so 
as not to involve the institution in debt. 
Student labor, when properly supervised, is 
theoretically profitable; practically it bas 
proven quite the contrary, and whether 
the difficulty lay in the management or not, 
the fact remains that in the Board Depart-
ment alone $1200 were lost during the last 
year by means of it. Hence the abandon"\( 
ment of all student labor in either dining' 
room or kitchen. This will prove a detri- · 
ment to a few young ladies, but it will be 
financially a benefit to all. for _it enables the 
reduction of the pnce of board. Room rent 
is reduced from $8.00 aud $8.50 to $1.50 and 
$:.il.00; none but the heavy furniture is now 
furnished with the room, students being 
obliged to provide themselves with the 
remainder. The young ladies now take 
cooking in the Freshman instead of the 
Junior year, thus giving more an opportu-
nity of availing themselves of its benefits. 
In spite of the numerous storms and the 
general blockade of the railroads a large 
number of students are present and every 
thing indicates a profitable term's wo1·k. 
12. EDITORIAL. 
We would war~ new stmlentsagainstcom-
mitting the error of attempting the college 
course in less than the four years assigned 
· to it. Many are able on entering to pass 
some one·or two of the studies and then by 
taking extra work can gaii1 several terms. 
The evils of this course are numerous. It 
invariably necessitates more or less "cram-
ming" which is always to be avoided, takes 
time wluch could be more profitably em-
ployed in reading or exercise, and prevents 
that thorough and enduring knowledge of 
each subject which should be the aim in all 
·education. A'cause for the prevalence· of 
the practice may be found in the fact that 
many of our students defray their own ex-
penses and consequently wish to complete 
their course in the least possible time. But 
i~ surely is a poor economy to _attempt so 
much that the health is permantly injured 
and the work imnerfectlY accomulished. 
The regulation of the Trustees which 
prohibits the nse of tobacco by students in 
or near the. college building, is being rig-
idly enforced. Fifty cents for each offense 
is the price of disobedience. All must 
recognize that for many reasons, this is a 
very essential rule in such an institution 
as ours where so many inhabit the same 
building. Yes! it is an essential rule but 
there should be no necessity for it. ,Ve oan 
not understand how young gentlemen who 
have sufficient·self respect to secure a col-
lege education can allow themselves t.o be-
come the slaves of such a disgusting habiL:--
but we did not intend to moralize, only to 
. suggest to the Bmml that, as a means of , 
discipline, "Example is always better than 
. precept". 
At this early date we wish to reiterate 
the old plea· for a teacher of Elocution. 
One needs only to glance about to see the 
urgent need there is for one. A large num-
ber of our students can not read well, 
many not even intelligently; and when we 
come to think of orating that is simply out 
of the question.. It may be that the design 
of an Agricultural College is not to furnish 
orators, but every educated man or woman 
is liable to be called upon many times dur-
ing life to read or speak in public and they 
should be able to do it creditably. Several 
wandering elocutionists have attempted to 
to form classes and have failed; the cause of 
this has not been the lack of desire for s11ch 
instruction but the atTangeinent of recita-
tions which practically leaves no unoccupied 
hours. Would it not contribute toward a 
more practical education to pay a little less 
attention to abstruce points of Science and 
provide a permanent Professor of Elocution 
"Long live the King," is not the senti-
mei1t of the American people; but we can 
unite in wishing for our incoming president 
a prosperous and peaceful administration. 
Seldom during its history has the nation 
bestowed this, its highest honor on eo noble 
a son. Men of all parties must look with 
admiration at the man who l1as risen by 
his his own earnest efforts from the lowliest 
s.tation to become the leader of a mighty 
people. .Although no office seeker, he has 
had the peculiar honor of being at the 
same time. leader of the Republican ·party 
in the House, Senator elect, and President 
elect, yet with all these distiuctions his 
real greatness consist:; in the honest man-
liness which has characterized lus actions. 
The student may gain much inspiration in 
in the contemplation of such a life, for 
although all may not become presidents, it 
proves Urnt high positions can be attained 
along the road of close study and district 
school teaching. 
========== Whenever we happen to think of ex-
changes, the accumulations of four· months 
rise up before us, and we feel like bowing 
our heads in silence in their august presence . 
It is with pleasure that we peruse them. 
Each one offers some suggestion. Some 
have feaLures which we cannot commend, 
but they teach us what to avoid. The Vas-
bity and Kindergarten call on us for the first 
time. · The others received are: The f:lio-
n•an Monthly, K. M. I. News, Colleye Mes-
sage, Omtral Uollegian, Illini, Col/1-ge Jour-
nal, The Oornellian, Richmond College Mes-
senger, Vidette, Oberlin Review,IowaHome-
stead, Earlhamite, Si,npsonian, Oi;kaloosa 
Colle,qe Vitlette, LaSalle Leaves, Nevada 
Representative and Ame.y Intelligencer. 
Space and inclination forbid our ci-iticizing 
any at this time. Perhaps before the next 
number our embarrassment will wear away, 
and we shall be able to ·• pick the mote from . 
our brother's eye" as gracefully as -those· 




-The Council is non est. 
-Who broke the chapel window? 
-The latest thing out-Tom's lmrnsides. 
-The Freshmen ladies take lessons in 
cooking. 
-The English of the ,Junior's motto is 
" Get there." 
-Orations are talked of instead of the 
graduating theses. · 
-Dr. Fairchild gives the Seniors lectures 
on the nervous system. · 
-No coffee for dinner. Economy is the 
order of things this year. 
-Several students have shoveled their 
way to College this spring. 
-The Clioes held their usual open session 
for the ladies, Saturday night. 
-President Welch and family are com-
fortably settled in their new· residence. 
-The Juniors begin their analysis with 
"The Idyls of the Kings." 
-The chapel rings with eloquence in an-
ticipation of the coming oratorical contest. 
-Says a certain young lady : 
"Boys are failures-all thin~ show it : 
Once I thought so-now I know it." 
-A young lady is anxious to know what 
variety of tooth powder Prof. Macomber 
uses. 
-The laws. are so strict we almost have 
to get an ord!3r to get hot water from the 
kitchen. 
-Have you joined the Chorus class? 
Admission, $1.00. Choir and Music class, 
half price. 
-An astonishing similarity was observed 
in certain bouquets which were worn Sat-
urday night. 
-The boys elected their captains in 
chapel; the girls were allowed to select 
theirs as usual. 
-Mother Shipton's prophecy surely is 
coming true. We've had apple dumplings 
twice this term. 
-A certain Senior lady is too refined to say 
"You're a brick." She will only call you a 
"metaphoric rock." · 
-We almost forgot to publish the names 
of the Freshmen. "Nip-Nucks" is the 
tribe they belong to: 
-Lady speaking to her room-mate-" Ob, 
G-l I had such frightful areams last 
night. I dreamed about you." · 
- We should have thought that a Crescent 
who was half White, would have seen the 
joke in " Go west, young man," 
-Prof. Wynn will preach ocrasionally 
during the present year. This is welcome 
news to all of the old students. 
-A gentleman rushed frantically into the 
Calculus class the other day, inquiring if it 
was the Freshman Algebra class. 
-A certain lady doesn't think it wouid be 
at all wise to be vaccinated, for then no one 
could come anywhere near her arm. · 
-The Philos -have been discussing gen 
eral and special education. We didn't hear 
whether the "specials" got the question or 
not. 
-The Book Department room, where the 
Armory used. to be, reminds one forcibly of 
the little country grocery store with its post 
office and loafers. 
-Senior, on seeing the new heater in the 
Vet. room-"ls that a wood stove?" One 
of the boys-" No, it's iron." Class all look 
at Senior. Tableau. 
-It has been a mystery to many why the 
chapel window sills were sprinkled with 
blue glass. The Senior jack-knives have 
solved the pro')lem. 
-If a young gentleman wishes to take a 
walk on a week-day evening, he must invite 
three ladies, for groups of less than• four are 
positively forbidden. 
-
-A young gentleman wa.ci heard inquiring 
very earnestly of his special friend if she 
intended to take domestic economy. TJ)at 
looks like business, doesn't it? 
-The piano which has formerly been in 
the Bachelors' society room, has been re-
moved to Miss Athern's room, in order to 
furnish more hours for practice. 
-Mr. Merrill is unable to return to the 
College before the last of the month, so he 
is not responsible for anything which ap-
pears in his department this issue. 
14. LOCAL. 
-TRE AURORA is unusually late this 
spring, owing to the tardy arrival of many 
of the staff. No pains will be spared to 
have the1ensuing i11sue out on time. 
-" Will you please ask Miss -- to play 
in chapel to-night?" asked the teacher. 
""Pray in chapel! " returned the astonished 
'l>us driver. The mistake was explained. 
-A. Senior was heard to mourn for fear 
a rainstorm would spoil the one little pi13ce 
of dry ground down in fr.mt of his window, 
which he had engaged for a picnic the next 
Saturday afternoon. 
-North Hall, although not completely 
finished, is in running order. The Botanical 
and Veterinary departments have moved 
into it, and students in these classes enjoy 
the luxury of large and commodious class-
raoms. 
-You must not talk to the girls in the 
hall. If vou wish to soeak to one, the pro-
per way is, ask Mr. Harlow to ask Miss 
Sinclair if you can meet the young lady in 
the chapel or parlor, provided you will leave 
the door open. 
-The chapel after being re-varnished, 
calcimined, arid with its painted pillars and 
chandeli&·s, can scarcely be recognized by 
its old friends. We cannot resist the idea 
that it is .decked in graduating finery, and 
will take win15s and fly away. 
-Wonder what caused that s·mue through 
the chapel when the President remarked 
that the Seniors caused. no trouble by 
sweeping ,dust into the hah,t. Suppose it 
was because everyone was so h,appy to know 
that they were good little boys: · 
-Will wonders -never ce ... se ~ Mr. Har-
low has gone and committed mii,trimouy; 
and without asking the permission of any 
one. unless it was that of the lady herself. 
No use now for the girls to tell him he's 
just the man they want. We forgot to say 
that the happy lady is, or was, Miss Hattie 
Johnson. · 
-We mail THE AURORA to many of the 
ol<;I student'.s this term, thinking tl~at they 
will be anx10us to learn how things are pro-
gressing at the College, and that they will 
be glad to extend a friendly hand. to the 
paper. If any who have received copies do 
~ot wish to subscribe tor the year, please 
mform the 'freasurer of the fact by means 
of a postal. ,. 
-We would like to speak of the weather, 
but haven't the flow of language to express 
our thoughts on the subject. It has never 
been our privilege to see the College grounds 
covered with snow before, and the cbatige 
it makes is marvelous. There is no circle at 
all; and as for the terrace, that would make 
an excellent skating park. The wind seems 
to have had full sweep over the grounds, 
and piled the snow according to her own 
sweet will. 
-The class was at the other end of the 
course room from the Subs., but their posi-
tion did not prevent them from giving a free 
concert when they entered the Veterinary 
recitation room and found the Prof. absent. 
The latter, however. suddenly appeai-ed up-
on the scene, and the expression upon his 
face would iI.dicate that he had mistaken the 
noise for a stampede among the skeletons in 
the Vet. museum, and had supposed the 
melodious sounds to be the emaciated frame 
of some old cow bellowing to get out, 
-Sunday morning was bright. and' sun-
shiny. They are seated at a Senior break-
fast table, where the golden rays of Aurora 
played before them through the open shut-
ters of an east window. She noticed a pecu-
liar expresi:,ion in his eyes whJJ sat before 
her, and thinking that the superfluous light 
figured materially in the contraction of his 
left optic, she arm1e and shut the blind~. 
He remarked that it wasn't the solar beams 
that affected him, and then seeing her mis-
take, she could only answer with a blush. 
The blush, however, was not lost on the 
other members of the table, and they smiled 
loudly in concert. · 
'l'he Oratorical As,;ociatio1~ has been called 
together many times to make preparations 
for the coming contest. On account of the 
tardy appointment of committees, they 
were unable to select the judges twenty-one 
days beforehand, as the constitution pro-
vides, but no protests being entered to the 
selections, this caused no serious inconv&n-
ience. A slight difficulty arose on account 
of a misunderstanding in regard to the Sec-
retary of the State Oratorical Association. 
Our committee, supposing that the office was 
to ·be kiipt filled by one of our students, 
elected Miss Reeves to fill the vacancy when 
Mr. Whitney left College. But as the State 
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Association elects its own officers from· any 
i~etitution it may'!l'hoose, this election'was 
null ·and void, and Mr. Whitney retains the 
office. 
-The Faculty will be pleased to learn 
that some of the older students are aiding 
them in discouraging the use of Nicotmna 
Tobaccum. Not long since they assembled 
in nightly session to remonstrate with an 
unsophisticated Freshman who had arrived 
but a few days before. The fellow, it seems, 
indulged in the various forms of the weed, · 
and was not only provided with a bountiful 
supply of those sticks that smoke at the end, 
but he had brought along an extravagant 
invoice of "plug" and "fine cut." He was 
arrayed before his grave examiners, and the 
enormity of his sins was held up to him on 
the apex of Sophomoric eloquence, and after 
a severe moral entertainment, he was re-
quired to produce the narcotiQ evil for 
destruction. On delivel'ing over the tohacco 
as the price of his comfort, he was summa-
1·ily dismissed, and the missionaries pro-
~eedeu· to destroy the "truck" in their usu".l 
way. 
-And now come the victimized Freshmen 
trying to .hold a "Mock Council" over a new 
.arrival. · The seasoned councilmen preceded 
the affair, and persuaded "Freshy '' that 
he could have lots of fun and gain satisfac-
tion for wrollgs inflicted, if he would pre-
pare a reception for the supposed greenhorn 
and "take him iu.'' "Freshy" hustled 
around among his fellows, and soon the new 
boy was ushered in trembling and wild-
-eyed. Some of the old " lads" had secured 
thier presence as witnesses, and enjoyed the 
.sport if possible more than the Freshmen, 
because tht:'y saw l.Joth sides of the case and 
Lad attended "Councils" before in which 
the frightrned fellow now before them had 
taken a leading part as prosecuting attor-
ney. When the Juuge asked the criminal if 
he would swear the truth, the whole truth, 
~tc., he arose with increasing dignity and 
.swore that he had the pleasure of addressing 
the worst ·sold crowd he had seen since the 
-0ld man traded the south 80 for a bay steer. 
He was just growing eloquent on the Judge 
when the gas was turned off, under cover of 
which the" Freshies" be.tt a retreat, 
CLIPPINGS. 
The University of Vhginia bas fifteen· 
secret societies. 
Oberlin takes pride in having Prof. ':f!lis,ba 
Gray as a graduate. 
Junior, criticising last act of Hamlet; 
"This act is rather melancholy; it begins 
with a funeral and ends with subjects for 
four more," 
He asked a Cincinnati belle if tliere was 
refinement and culture in that city, and she 
replied; "Yoµ just bet your l.Joots we're a· 
cultured crowd.'' · 
The Senior Class at Cornell have consid-
erable trouble. Officers have been elected· 
by part of the class, and the others re:t'use to 
recognize them as such.. · 
At a recent railroad festival, the follow-
ing striking sentiment was given: "Ou'r 
mothers. The only faithful tenders who 
never misplaced a switch.'' 
The Targtim says it has just received a 
poem of ·1000 stanzas addressed to the girls. 
It prints l.Jut 0ne stanza, however, declining 
to publish the 999 remaining: Here it is: 
We love the darling creatures, 
And their power we could tell, 
To make this world a heaven 
Or a blank and bitter ctisappointment. 
Prof: "Archimedes, you say, discovered 
specific gravity, on getting into his bath; 
why had the principle never lJefore occured 
to him?" Student: "Probably this was the 
first time he ever took a bath.'' 
A young lady il'nmediately after kissin 
anoth;ir ladies brother remarked; ''l neve_ 
noticed before how much you looked like 
your brother." We refrain from stating the 
effect of this on the young lady's face. 
"Natui·e abhors a vacuum,'' remarked the 
philosophic prep. as he quiet!J; stuffed hi$ 
inner man from the Professor's back orch-
ard." "Force is an agent that causes mo-
tion," answered the Professor as he quietly 
elevated the prep. over the ten foot fence on 
his pedal tip. . · 
Benea1h a shady tree they sat, 
He he· d her hand, she he.Id his hat, 
I lield my breath and lay right flat, 
They kissed, I saw them do It. 
He held that kissing was no crime, · 
She held her head np every time 
I held my peace and wrote this rhyme, 
While they thought 110 one knew 1t, 
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PERSONALS. 
-Prof. Stalker is yet in Europe. 
'SO. "S,mnie" will farm for "Doc" the pres-
ent year. 
'82. Miss Maud Hicks is teaching near 
Mapleton. · 
Mrs. Welch has a sister from Germany 
visiting, her. 
'83. Mr. and Miss Butcher spent the win-
ter in Cincinnatti. 
'80. Miss Minnie Beach talks of returning 
this· fall to finish her course. 
'81-'82. "The Perretts three" again answer 
to roll call in the Clionian society. 
!82. W. A. Scott taught in Marshall County 
the past winter; he will not return. 
'SO. We under)!tand that Will Welch is en-
gaged in the creamery business at Corning. 
'82. Ferd Smith will return next year. He 
will spend this, clerking in his father's 
store. 
'83. Miss Mamie Hutchins who will not 
return this year, is called to mourn the 
death of her mother. 
'83. Miss Minnie Knapp leaves Mt. Vernon 
and enters our course as Soµhmore. Her 
lJ.liny friends rejoice at this change. 
7~ .. Mr. J. D. Shearer paid the college a 
ying visit at the close of his school, where 
·1ad been assistant to Miss Ellen Rice. 
t!rs. Noble made her children a visit a 
few weeks since. It was pleasantly length-
ened by one of our numei ous snow storms. 
'SO. Mr. R. B. Swift after spending the 
winter teaching future presidents near Des 
Mines, goes to Iowa City to take the course 
l\t the University. 
'79. Mr. Osborne is in charge of the Book 
Department,_and, in addition to his other 
duties, is completing his work ~or the class-
ification of insects. 
'81. Misses Hanford.and Sayles return t,o 
graduate with.class '81. The former boards 
at the Farm house and instructs Prof. 
Knapp's little boys; 
1900. : Donald Stanton entertains callers 
with accounts of "his dear sweet papa.". 
'83. Ma11d Somers is teaching in a grad0!1 . 
school in the southern part.of Iowa. 
'81. Mr. and Mrs. A.. E. Nash have exper-
ienced.a Dakota winter, and a very severe 
qne. A portion of the time it has been im-
possible to obtain fuel, they being obliged 
to hum hay. 
'f!l. Mr. Parks of Grand ,Junction remained 
over night at the College on his way to 
Iowa City. He received a hearty ·welcome 
from his class mates and an unusually warm 
one from the Freshmen. 
'81. Ueport speaks of the death of Mattie 
Kellogg during the past winter. This brings 
sorrow fo the hearts of all who knew her. 
The bereaved parents have our deepest 
sympathy in this great affliction. 
'83. Mr. Andrews h~s had a desperate 
stru:;gle with the mumps in whicJ1 they 
very nearly gained the battle. He has gone 
home for a few days thinking he can regain 
his strength more rapidly there than he.re. 
'76. A. Ben. Shaw is one of the editors of 
the County paper of Adams County. He 
reports a thriving business. He was snow 
bound for eeveral days 0,1 a recent visit to 
. the College, and seemed to endwre the mis-
fortuue with marked fortitude, 
'79. The college farm has been the scene of 
many festal occa_sions during the past win-
ter, of which, the most noted perhaps, was 
the wedding of Miss Genivive Welch and 
Mr. Edward Barstow. We were unable to 
secure a written report from one who at-
tended, but verbal reports pronounce it one 
of the most enjoyable occasions imaginable. 
A large number of freinds were present, 
though manr were prevented from attend-
ing by circumstances they could not contro,1. 
The presents were many and valuable. 
Every thing was done which would add to 
the entertainment of the guests, and the 
evening passed "merrily as a marriage bell.'' 
THE AURORA offers congratulations, and 
wishes for the happy couple many years of 
truest happiness. · 
